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Executive Summary 

 
 
As part of our annual Audit Plan approved by City Council, we conducted an 
audit of the Finance Department, specifically, the Citywide inventory of capital 
assets and tracked property.  The audit objective, conclusions, and 
recommendations follow:  
 
Determine if COSA capital assets and tracked property inventories are 
managed in compliance with city policies and accounting procedures. 
 
Capital assets and tracked property inventories are managed in accordance with 
Administrative Directive 8.7. The department has effective controls to ensure all 
purchases over $5,000 are capitalized.  
 
However, we identified areas that need improvement. We noted the Finance 
department does not have consistent inventory management processes for 
tracked property. Also, we identified two areas where controls could be 
implemented to improve the inventory count process. Additionally, capital assets 
and tracked property master files were not complete and/or accurate.  
 
 
We recommend the Director of Finance: 
 

 Develop and implement Standard Operating Procedures that provide clear 
guidance to departments regarding inventory management. The SOP should 
include but not limited to tracked property thresholds, types of tracked 
property to maintain, disposal periods, and timeliness of inventory updates. 
Finally, departments should be provided periodic training of SOPs.    
 

 Implement additional controls within the inventory count process to include 
verification that physical inventory counts occurred and obtain a management 
sign off of inventory counts submitted by departments.  

 

 Accept accountability and implement a process to confirm submitted tracked 
property inventory lists from departments have been submitted and uploaded 
to SAP. Also, review submitted inventory lists from all departments to verify 
they are complete and information is adequate.  
 

 
Finance Department Management agreed with the audit findings and has 
developed positive action plans to address them.  Management’s verbatim 
response is in Appendix B on page 7. 
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Background  

 
 
The Finance Department provides quality, efficient, and accurate financial services 
and is focused on delivering organizational and community needs. The department 
has a fiduciary responsibility to safeguard the City’s financial assets and manage its 
financial resources in accordance with the goals of the City Council and City 
Manager, and in compliance with applicable laws and generally accepted 
accounting and financial principles. The department provides a range of 
professional services including: Accounting, Financial Management, Purchasing 
and Central Services, Public Utilities, Compliance and Resolution, Risk 
Management, and Fiscal Shared Services.  
 
As part of the Fiscal Shared Services, the Finance Department acts as the top-level 
control and oversight for all capital assets and tracked property. They are 
responsible for accurately reporting the value of all capital assets in the City’s 
Comprehensive Annual Financial Statements, creating and maintaining master 
data for all capital assets and tracked property and scheduling, coordinating and 
reviewing inventories to be taken by City Departments.  
 
The Finance Department maintains oversight of all capital assets and tracked 
property. Capital assets include land, buildings, infrastructure, improvements, 
machinery and equipment, and all other tangible or intangible assets that are used 
in operations and that have initial useful lives longer than one year and meet the 
City’s $5,000 capitalization threshold. Capital assets are generally acquired through 
procurement, construction, lease purchase agreements and donations. Tracked 
property is assets that would otherwise have been capitalized except for the fact 
that its cost was below the City’s capitalization threshold. Such items are rolling 
equipment, electronic devices, computer equipment and software and furniture and 
fixtures.  
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Audit Scope and Methodology
 

 
The audit scope included citywide inventory processes for both tracked property 
and capital assets that occurred in fiscal year 2015 and fiscal year 2016.  
 
We interviewed Finance department staff to obtain an understanding of the 
inventory processes for the capital assets and tracked property. We interviewed 
departmental fiscal administrators (DFA) from certain departments that maintain 
high volumes of inventory to obtain an understanding on how assets are tracked 
and inventoried. In addition, we spoke with DFA’s who have low volume of 
inventory in the SAP master list to obtain an understanding of their inventory 
process and insight into their inventory counts. Testing criteria included the City 
Administrative Directive 8.7 Financial Management of Capital Assets and 
Tracked Property.  
 
We reviewed the capital assets inventory process to determine if sufficient 
controls were in place to ensure accurate inventory. We reviewed the capital 
assets master file in SAP to determine if all departments reported their capital 
assets. We selected a sample of 25 capital assets from 3 departments to verify 
the accuracy of the master file by reviewing asset descriptions, verifying proper 
asset class categories and useful life used for depreciation. Finally, we reviewed 
a statistical sample of 178 out of 1,410 purchase orders from fiscal year 2016 to 
verify asset purchases that qualify as capital assets were properly documented in 
SAP.   
 
We reviewed the tracked property inventory process to determine if sufficient 
controls were in place to ensure accurate management of inventory. We 
reviewed the tracked property master file in SAP to determine if all City 
departments reported their assets. We analyzed the master file to determine 
anomalies in the tracked property reported in SAP and narrowed our scope to 
test those inconsistencies that were found. We judgmentally selected four 
departments and performed physical inventory counts at Parks and Recreation, 
TCI, Animal Care Services and the Aviation department.  
 
We relied on computer-processed data in the SAP to validate the master list of 
both capital assets and tracked property inventory data used to conduct physical 
inventory counts.  Our reliance was based on performing direct tests on the data 
rather than evaluating the system’s general and application controls. Our direct 
testing verifying inventory counts by performing physical observation of assets. 
We do not believe that the absence of testing general and application controls 
had an effect on the results of our audit. 
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Audit Results and Recommendation
 

 

A. Inconsistent Inventory Management Processes  

 
The Finance Department does not have consistent inventory management 
processes for tracked property. We identified inconsistencies such as the type of 
items inventoried, how often inventory lists are updated, when to dispose of 
assets and the inventory count of assets on hand.  For example, one department 
mentioned they only inventory tracked property over $100. Another department 
does not consider chairs and tables to be tracked property while other 
departments included them in their inventory. In addition, we identified some 
departments that maintain and update tracked property inventory as they receive 
it and others only update inventory every other year while conducting physical 
counts. One department tracked and labeled assets even though they are no 
longer in usable condition. Overall, department personnel had different definitions 
of what assets qualified as tracked property and indicated that there are no clear 
guidelines on maintaining and conducting tracked property inventory. 
 
As a best practice, all significant processes and policies should be consistent, 
documented and readily available to all relevant personnel.  
 
The Finance department does not have Standard Operating Procedures that 
provide guidance for and consistency among departments. As a result, 
departments have inconsistent inventory management processes that lead to 
inefficiencies and risks of inaccurate and unreliable inventory records due to 
inappropriate recording of transactions.  
 
Recommendations 
 
The Finance Director should develop and implement Standard Operating 
Procedures that provide clear guidance to departments regarding inventory 
management. The SOPs should include but not be limited to tracked property 
thresholds, types of tracked property maintained, disposal periods, and 
timeliness of inventory updates. Finally, departments should be provided periodic 
training of SOPs.    
 

B. Strengthen Controls over Inventory Count Process  

  
The physical inventory count process for capital assets and tracked property 
lacks sufficient controls to ensure completeness and accuracy of existing assets. 
Departments are required to confirm inventory counts every other year. They 
submit documentation to the Central Finance department who then upload the 
inventory counts to SAP. Within this process, we identified two areas where 
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controls can be implemented to strengthen the process. First, insufficient 
evidence exists to verify physical inventory counts occurred. Second, department 
management is not required to provide evidence physical inventory counts 
actually occurred. For capital assets, departments simply agree or disagree with 
the inventory count provided to them by the Finance department. For tracked 
property, the Department Fiscal Administrators (DFA) sends an email to the 
Finance department with an attached spreadsheet of their physical inventory 
counts. 
 
Per Administrative Directive 8.7 Financial Management of Capital Assets and 
Tracked Property, Finance is responsible for scheduling, coordinating and 
reviewing inventories to be taken by City Departments.  
 
The Finance department controls are not sufficient to ensure actual inventory 
counts have taken place in the process. As a result, the physical inventory counts 
may not be complete or accurate.   
 
Recommendation 
 
The Finance Director should implement additional controls within the inventory 
count process to include verification that physical inventory counts occurred and 
obtain a management sign off of inventory counts submitted by departments.   
 
 
C. Completeness of Master File 

 
Capital Assets and Tracked Property master files were not complete and/or 
accurate.  We tested a sample of 75 capital assets from 3 departments to verify 
the master file included adequate identification of assets, correct asset classes 
and useful life for depreciation. We noted 7 out of 75 were not adequately 
identified with an asset tag number, VIN number, or license plate. In addition, we 
noted 3 out of 75 had the incorrect useful life for depreciation.  
 
In addition, we tested the current tracked property master file to verify 
completeness, accurate identification and location of inventory items. We noted 5 
departments did not have their tracked property uploaded to the master file. In 
addition, 8,152 out of 63,362 tracked property inventory items were not 
adequately identified with a license plate, serial number or asset tag number.  
 
Per Administrative Directive 8.7 Financial Management of Capital Assets and 
Tracked Property, Finance is responsible for creating and maintaining master 
data for all capital assets and tracked property.  
 
The Finance department does not require departments to submit their inventory 
list with complete information. In addition, they do not have a process to verify all 
departments have submitted their master file inventory listing.  
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Recommendation 
 
The Finance Department should accept accountability and implement a process 
to confirm submitted tracked property inventory lists from departments have been 
submitted and uploaded to SAP. Also, review submitted inventory lists from all 
departments to verify they are complete and information is adequate.  
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Appendix B – Management Response 
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